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young and still immature personality, which by taking, 
and accumulating, obtains those experiences that will be 
recycled to proceed in its progression.

But if one detaches oneself a little from the personality 
– and thus shifts one’s perspective – it is then easy 
to recognize that vice versa the most important and 
precious aspect of love is perhaps precisely the second, 
that of “liberation”. Love frees, frees from all that is old. 
Love burns, consumes the bonds of habits, influences, 
fixed ideas, desires, but also needs and even ideals and 
aspirations. In fact, love frees from all old relationships, 
in order to be able to establish new ones! New 
influences and habits, new ideas, ideals, aspirations, etc. 
in a continuous renewal, which will obviously draw its 
meaning from the extent to which it will be lived in the 
dimension of quality (and not quantity). “Freedom from” 
makes sense if it is “freedom for”. Love frees above all 
from old forms, using them as fuel for the creation of 
new ones, and once ignited, it can finally free itself even 
from attachment itself!

One should love to become free, and to release.
The love of Christ itself is in essence a love of liberation.

It has been said that to love is to give. But perhaps it is 
even more correct to say that to love is to radiate. As 
in the legend of the lighthouse keeper, we are asked to 
donate our light, not the oil from our lamp. The first and 
greatest gift of giving, to ourselves and to others, is to 
light our lamp, to light our internal fire.

Active love, ardent love will then be what, having 
transcended the dimension of renunciation, will finally 
allow us to be authentic interpreters of what is the 
first, but also the last evangelical teaching: “Love your 
neighbour as yourself”.

THE PRESENT, 
FOR THE FUTURE, 
DRAWING FROM 
THE PAST
Translation by Achille Cattaneo/ Gordon Leonard Symons

This paper represents a cross between a testimony 
and a planning vision about Psychosynthesis. I have 
experienced the history of the Institute since 1976, the 
date of my joining, and I knew historical figures of 
that time: Ida Palombi, first president, after the death 
of Roberto Assagioli, Vittorio Arzilla, his faithful 
collaborator and secretary treasurer, Miss Carboncini, 
the secretary who typed the lessons of the “doctors” on 
the old black Olivetti typewriter, from which the famous 
mimeographs distributed to members or sympathizers 
were obtained, and later, other notable figures that are 
imprinted in the memory of my heart. At the time, in 
my early twenties, despite the environment giving off a 
somewhat stale atmosphere, so much so as to be called 
it a “mausoleum” (with the irreverence of youth), I 
was fascinated by the huge library that was part of the 
secretariat room located on the ground floor, entering the 
building, on the left. I was scrolling through the titles of 
some texts that were already unavailable, rare, precious; 
some represented precisely the sources, the roots of 
psychology, others dealt with spirituality, mysticism, 
yoga, wisdom philosophies, a world which was for me, 
at that time, completely unknown, but which attracted 
me very much.  It was a really interesting place even 
if the people who lived there seemed to me figures 
like the Addams family. Yet those handouts that Dr. 
Palombi, and that a friend of my parents (alarmed by my 
adolescent excesses) had involved to help me understand 
my path, those handouts that she too, Ada Gallego, gave 
me to read, involved me a lot. For some time, Ada, who 
had known and worked with Roberto Assagioli, spoke 
to me of “this Psychosynthesis”, and invited me to get 
to know the “grandfather”, as she affectionately called 
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him. But when we are young, we believe that we have 
plenty of time, and that there is so much ahead of us and 
also for others. Instead, two years before I went to via 
di San Domenico, in 1974, Assagioli died in Capolona, 
in   his summer residence, so I was unable to meet him. 
However, later on, he played a good trick on me, from 
1976 till today, I have always been in his company, 
imaginary, of course, but no less real. Psychosynthesis 
has marked my entire life, personal and professional, 
and for this reason I want to testify to the importance of 
this precious gift that Roberto Assagioli not only left us, 
but entrusted it to us, so that we, as partners and heirs of 
his cultural, moral, scientific heritage, represented by the 
INSTITUTE, we continue through the various roles and 
functions we carry out, to spread its testamentary wills, 
contained in the Statute, and, in particular, contained 
within it, the notes dictated in English in the May 1974, 
on training in Psychosynthesis.
I have a lot to tell about the history of the Institute and 
the people who have been part of it. I would also have 
a title ready for a possible book: Lights and shadows of 
Psychosynthesis: stories and anecdotes. Who knows if 
I’ll ever write it.
The title of the latest Congress of the Institute, held in 
Catania, in September 2021: The Mission of our time, 
prompted some reflections; one of these is that the 
current mission of the Institute is the same for which 
Roberto Assagioli worked all his life; ever since, as a 
child, at 12, he was on a boat in the Venetian lagoon, and 
perhaps, thanks to the quiet, the silent rowing, they led 
him to come up with this phrase: “I want to always be 
present to myself.”(2)

This affirmation, in a mind, which was certainly 
precocious and brilliant, led him as a young man to 
questioning about important existential issues; all his 
interests, subsequent studies, researches, experiences, 
have directed him to study the depth of human nature. 
The purpose, therefore, of his existence was (as he 
himself stated) to “free people from their inner prisons”. 
Therefore, this is his mission, and he concretized it 
through not in a rigid psychological theory, but, and I 
quote, always using his words, which he used in 1926 
during the official presentation of Psychosynthesis: 
“An inclusive method based on the principle of the 

organization around a unifying Center”, always 
emphasizing the importance of body / psyche integration.
And the theme of this paper, The Present, for the future, 
drawing from the past, how does it relate to The Mission 
of our time, to the theme of the Congress?
I played on the famous phrase written in English 
“From the Eternal out of the past. In the present for the 
future “, translated into Italian:” Dall’Eterno, fuori dal 
passato, nel presente, per il futuro”. I take it up again, 
emphasizing, first of all, the importance of the present 
as here and now, as the only time in which we are 
immersed, and in which we can act. The present is the 
temporal representation of every act of will.
The origins of Psychosynthesis come from a noble past, 
and are the roots from which all the subsequent scientific 
and cultural research of Assagioli’s thought starts, but as 
he himself recalled in writing “The Renewal Process:” 
We need to detach ourselves (...) from old ideas “and 
modus operandi. We must detach ourselves, “not only 
from the deteriorated things of the past” but also from 
the “good ones” that “have had their time”, “we need 
to make room for the new”(1). These words remind us of 
Buddha’s warning, to free ourselves from all forms of 
attachment, sources of suffering and conflict.
In the meditation for the World Day of Psychosynthesis, 
conducted in all the Centers in Italy and abroad, which 
takes place annually on September 20, the opening 
sentence represents an appeal: “It is urgent to establish 
spiritual aerial ways between nations, institutions, 
movements, across continents. Let’s give this work, at 
least as much energy, determination, desire, time and 
efforts as is given to establishing aerial communications 
around the world. “
Also in this writing, we find the mission of our time, but, 
how long will we repeat it? How many other Congresses 
on the developments of Psychosynthesis will there 
be? We know that the future can only be prepared by 
working in the present, treasuring the teachings of the 
past, but transformed and updated.
My initial premise, on having been involved in the 
vicissitudes of the Institute for 45 years, comforts me 
in being able to express some considerations on what 
is “urgent to achieve”, not so much for the fate of the 
institution itself, but above all for that Psychosynthesis 
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can, and is capable of proposing.
Since 1976, the date of my entry into the Institute, I 
have seen the alternation of many Boards of Directors, 
some I have even been part of, many presidents have 
followed one another, there have been changes to the 
statute, before the councilors were elected from among 
the representatives of the Centres, then they became 
the directors of the Centres themselves, and not the 
last, the recent transition to APS (Association of Social 
Promotion).
Each new Board of Directors has carried forward 
the mandate so dear to its founder, to transmit 
Psychosynthesis in the best possible way. Wise decisions, 
others less so, perhaps, but all made with a spirit of 
good will, even if we know that among the various 
psychosynthesists, different visions of Psychosynthesis 
were animated. For some, the formative aspect was 
important, for others, the spiritual one, still others feared 
the contamination of the esoteric interests of Assagioli, 
which among other things he had always kept distinct 
from Psychosynthesis, and finally others who supported 
a more professional approach and for this reason in 
1973, with the approval of Assagioli, the SIPT (Società 
Italiana di Psicosintesi Terapeutica) was born, which was 
involved in preparing psychotherapists psychosynthetic 
oriented. In 1994 the Specialization School in 
Psychotherapy was born, a prestigious recognition, 
as it was among the first Specialization Schools to be 
accredited by the MIUR, and, incidentally, also thanks 
to the scientific and cultural contribution provided by 
the history of the Institute of Psychosynthesis.
In these different souls of Psychosynthesis, we can trace 
some of the fields of its application, which we remember 
are five: self-training, educational, interpersonal 
relationships, social and therapeutic, (distinguishing 
the helping relationship and psychotherapy). I still have 
some old popular brochures of Assagioli’s writings, now 
faded and worn; their cost was 200 lire per copy, various 
categories of shareholders are listed, and again, not well 
defined, the titles of the fields of application.
The shareholders indicated were, the founders, the life 
partners (150,000 lire), the supporting members (10,000 lire), 
meritorious members (6,000 lire), and ordinary members 
(4,000 lire), depending on the annual amount paid.

In these first publications, in addition to an extract 
from the Statute, the aims of Psychosynthesis and 
its methodology were included. The focus was 
mainly on self-training, followed by “the treatment 
of psychological and psychosomatic diseases and 
disorders”, and integral education(3) “especially aimed at 
early childhood, creation of counseling centers and so 
on. In subsequent drafts of the Statute, the fields were 
then more clearly delineated, as we know them.
What is my purpose in reporting these historical aspects?
 If the appeal to the urgency of creating a network of 
connection between the various bodies and institutions 
of Psychosynthesis in the world dates back to 1937, 
and do we imagine that  in the current historical 
moment there are no crises or even emergencies? Not 
just created by these two dramatic years of pandemic, 
which certainly have increased psychological, social, 
educational, environmental and economic hardships, 
but for some years now there have been deep crises in 
the family, in the school, in interpersonal and social 
relationships, without considering the world situation 
with its various conflicts and belligerences which are 
unfortunately still in progress.
So, what should we do? How can we be more influential 
in the social fabric?
At the beginning of my writing, I said that it would be 
partly a testimony but also a planning vision for future 
developments.
We are all called to do “our part” as Assagioli would 
say, partners, collaborators, in various capacities, people 
not yet associated, but who feel connected with this 
project of humanization, in the highest sense of the term, 
of development of consciences that have the future of 
humanity at heart.
It is no coincidence that I have mentioned the fields of 
application of Psychosynthesis; in the past years they 
were present and active in the Centers; the Institute, 
through the meetings of collaborators, monitored the 
various initiatives and objectives achieved. Thematic 
courses and seminars are still present in the activities 
of the Centers but indirectly, through the Board of 
Directors. Each Center, especially the smaller ones, 
cannot have collaborators for each of the five fields, but 
it would already be enough to give energy, impulse and 
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planning to one or two of these, depending on the people 
who are available, but really interested in studying those 
fields towards which they feel attracted, and perhaps in 
which they already work professionally. After adequate 
training, they may be able to convey and interest other 
people to involve them in a larger project. 
The study of Psychosynthesis, in addition to its intuitive 
understanding, represents the basis of its practice, 
study groups are important for its deepening. Massimo 
Rosselli, at the Center of Florence, which he directed for 
many years, told us that to activate a field it took only 
a few people, all well focused; therefore, even in small 
groups, it is possible to exchange ideas and concrete 
initiatives and network between the various Centers. So, 
I suggest they be restored in the way mentioned above, 
and maybe propose again the application courses, post 
training, for those who wish to study Psychosynthesis 
more thoroughly, reformulating and updating them to 
the needs of the present.
Through the fields of application, we have the map that 
shows us where to affect and be present in the most 
sensitive contexts (family, school, social relationships, 
therapeutic sector) where self-training, educational, right 
human and therapeutic relationships are increasingly 
urgent and require care and attention. I believe that the 
mission of our time lies in this. Lastly, a call to involve 
more young people in our Centers, with training suited to 
their economic possibilities and in line with their times 
which are different from those of more mature people. 
Assagioli, if you allow me to use the term, “recruited” 
his young collaborators, immediately sensing their 
potential and talent. Some of our training courses are too 
cumbersome and take too long, which for some contexts 
may be appropriate, but when it comes to young people, 
we have to study different times and opportunities.
If young people do not come to us, we must be the 
ones to reach them, and it is not true that they are not 
interested in issues concerning introspection, rather they 
are hungry for it, just think of how many are enrolled 
in the Schools of Psychology. Today there are many 
channels to reach them, social networks for example, 
without demonizing their use. Currently almost all our 
Centers have a FB page, where many initiatives that may 
interest them can be published. “Not all social media 

create harm”, as indeed, online use, for some activities.
In the preface of the booklet “The conflict between 
generations and the Psychosynthesis of the ages”(4), by 
Assagioli, we read that before starting the relationship 
we must “begin by apologizing to the young people of 
the world in which they find themselves, which has been 
created by adults, sincerely acknowledging its several 
and serious deficiencies. “ I don’t dare to think in what 
year he wrote it. The great majority of psychosynthesists 
of today, were those young people at the time. What 
happened? Life, responsibilities, overwhelmed us, 
perhaps we were a little too romantic, idealistic, we 
worked on our personal training, found a place in society 
and then encountered Psychosynthesis and the story 
continues. Now we are the old ones and we have the 
task before leaving the baton to young people, to prepare 
and direct them according to their inclinations and to 
create a transgenerational collaboration, so that the 
young energies together with the knowledge and skills 
of previous generations, realize an effective cooperation.
There is more to add, for example, on the presence 
of Psychosynthesis in institutions, schools, Asl, 
collaborations with other Associations related for 
purposes and principles, but this has always been said 
and we know the difficulties there are to achieve it.
Assagioli would have encouraged us to keep up with 
the times, to seize opportunities, cultivate relationships 
especially with other organizations, albeit those similar 
to ours. He was always “ahead” of his time, let’s keep 
that in mind. Lastly, I have not mentioned it, but neither 
have I forgotten, we know that above, below, the heart 
of Psychosynthesis, north, south, east, west, inside 
and out, as Massimo Rosselli would say, citing Native 
Americans, the Self smiles at us and encourages us in 
every action we take towards the Good; let us therefore 
appeal to the Self, the great Present, in its Absence, for 
the Future.

Elena Morbidelli


